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Automotive Tech Bench 
 
 

 

Available as either a wall-mounted or 
free-standing unit, a key feature of the 

Image sells cars and it also sells the places customers take those cars to be serviced.  Equipto’s 
Automotive Tech Benches are designed to enhance the professional image of your service center 
by giving it a clean, organized, high-tech appearance that caters to the sophisticated tastes of 
today’s customers and the equipment needs of your service technicians. 
 
 
 

Wall-Mount Tech Bench  

Equipto Tech Bench is its modularity.  
You select the modular bench 
components to configure units best 
suited to your requirements in width 
increments of 4’, 5’, 6’, 8’ or 10’.  
Optional Lift Power Unit Drawers with 
free-mounted controls can be mounted 
on either or both sides of your bench 
units.  You can also choose to mount 
air, water and lubricant hose reels 
behind locking sliding doors and feed 
the hoses through the front of the 
bench.  Rugged stainless steel or 
painted steel wood-core bench tops 
provide an ideal work surface. 
 
Upper cabinets can be configured to 
match your bench width, and each 
features fully retractable and lockable 
doors to organize and secure diagnostic 
equipment and service manuals.  An 
optional computer monitor cabinet with 
movable keyboard and mouse trays is 
also available. 

s  

Equipto’s Automotive Tech Benches combine essential service center equipment and hi-tech 
torage functionality to organize and protect every aspect of a technician’s workspace.  Contact

your local Equipto Distributor today or call Customer Service at 800-323-0801.
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Lift Controls are plac
right on the faceplate
the Lift Control Draw
for easy control. 

Optional Monitor Enclosure 
offers eye-level storage 
compartment for service 
computer monitor. 
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Free-Standing Tech Bench 

Lower Bench Cabinets neatly 
holders for air, water and lubri
panels.  Prevent dirt, trash, an
and obstructing reel unwinding
Retractable keyboard tray 
adjusts to individual user 
level and is center mounted 
under the monitor enclosure.
Bench tops are available 
in either painted or 
stainless steel with solid 
wood cores. 

Cover Plate for Light Reel 
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4 Piece Roller-Kits to 
guide hoses in and out 
of lower bench cabinet.
Electric outlet punch-out 
included.  Cover plates 
available with or without 
electric. 
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